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Abstract 17 

 Laboratory calibrations of the CDP sample area and droplet sizing are performed 18 

using water droplets of known size, generated at a known rate.  Following calibration, the 19 

sizing bias is shown to be less than 15% and the sample area is determined to within 10% 20 

for 12 um and 22 um diameter droplets.  However, comparison with an independent 21 

measure of liquid water content (LWC) during in-flight operation suggests much greater 22 

biases in the droplet size and/or droplet concentration measured by the CDP.  Since the 23 

bias in CDP-LWC is strongly concentration dependent, we hypothesize that this 24 

discrepancy is a result of coincidence, when two or more droplets pass through the CDP 25 

laser beam within a very short time.  The coincidence error, most frequently resulting 26 

from the passage of one droplet outside and one inside the instrument sample area at the 27 

same time, is evaluated in terms of an “extended sample area” (SAE), the area in which 28 

individual droplets can affect the sizing detector without necessarily registering on the 29 

qualifier.  SAE is calibrated using standardized water droplets, and used in a Monte-Carlo 30 

simulation to estimate the effect of coincidence on the measured droplet size 31 
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distributions.  The simulations show that extended coincidence errors are important for 32 

the CDP at droplet concentrations even as low as 200 cm
-3

, and these errors are necessary 33 

to explain the trend between calculated and measured LWC observed in liquid and 34 

mixed-phase clouds during the Aerosol, Radiation and Cloud Processes Affecting Arctic 35 

Climate (ARCPAC) study.  We estimate from the simulations that 60% oversizing error 36 

and 50% undercounting error can occur at droplet concentrations exceeding 500 cm
-3

.  37 

Modification of the optical design of the CDP is currently being explored in an effort to 38 

reduce this coincidence bias. 39 

 40 

1.  Introduction 41 

1.1 Measurement of Cloud Particles 42 

 There are limitations to every cloud measurement technique.  The wide range of 43 

cloud particle sizes (~1 um to 10 mm in diameter) and number concentrations (~10
-5

 to 44 

10
3
 cm

-3
) that naturally exist very often necessitates more than one measurement 45 

technique or a suite of instruments that are each tuned to specifically detect a subset of 46 

the cloud particle population.  Quantitative measurement of ice clouds and mixed-phase 47 

clouds can be particularly challenging for both remote-sensing and in situ measurement 48 

techniques.  However, even for non-precipitating liquid-only clouds, measurement 49 

interpretation requires a great deal of caution.  In situ measurements of individual cloud 50 

droplets using optical methods can be subject to a wide variety of instrument biases and 51 

limitations, which are the focus of this paper. 52 

Uncertainties in droplet counting and sizing together result in greater uncertainty 53 

for higher order products such as liquid water content (LWC, the mass of liquid water in 54 
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a given volume of air) calculated from the observed cloud droplet size distributions.  55 

Comparison to independent observations of LWC, using a measurement technique 56 

characterized by different intrinsic uncertainties, is therefore a useful method for testing 57 

the accuracy of droplet size distribution measurements; to accurately calculate LWC, the 58 

droplet size distribution must be known even more accurately since LWC is proportional 59 

to the third power of droplet size.  Another specific challenge for in situ cloud droplet 60 

measurements using optical methods is the definition of a sample volume.  The cross-61 

sectional area in which droplets are detected, defined by the optical and electronic 62 

configuration of the instrument, when multiplied by the flow velocity (normal to the 63 

sample area) and the sample duration, yields the sample volume.  A bias in the sample 64 

area or in the flow velocity translates directly to a bias in measured droplet concentrations 65 

and calculated LWC.  Hereafter, we refer mainly to the sample area rather than the 66 

sample volume, since the focus of the paper is on the cloud probe performance. 67 

Although multiple cloud measurements can be used to complement each other 68 

using optimal estimation methods [Feingold, et al 2006], it is often difficult to find a fair 69 

basis for comparison between different remote-sensing and in situ cloud observations, 70 

and ultimately to use either to validate the other, due to the multiple degrees of freedom 71 

between the parameters each measures best.  The lack of an objective standard makes the 72 

validation of in situ droplet measurements a challenging task, one that is not addressed 73 

the same way by all researchers.  Often, redundant in situ instruments, covering the same 74 

cloud particle size range and operating from the same sampling platform, are used to 75 

address this problem.  However, it is not always possible to reconcile observational 76 

differences between the various in situ measurements, which can be quite significant [e.g. 77 
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McFarquahar et al, 2007; Baumgardner, 1983].  Laboratory calibrations are performed to 78 

resolve these differences, with the ultimate purpose of distinguishing natural ambient 79 

variability from measurement uncertainty. 80 

The sizing performance of in situ cloud probe instruments is typically calibrated 81 

in the laboratory by injecting standardized particles directly into the sample area of the 82 

open path laser beam.  The type of calibration particles used, most often glass beads or 83 

polystyrene latex (PSL) spheres, have their own unique response in the instrument. For 84 

most in situ cloud droplet measurements, following calibration with standardized 85 

particles, the response of the instrument to water droplets must be calculated with 86 

assumptions about the laser and downstream optics because of the difference in refractive 87 

index between water and the calibration particles.  To avoid these assumptions, 88 

calibration with water droplets is preferred since ambient cloud droplets are typically 89 

dilute aqueous solutions, which are expected to behave optically like pure water droplets 90 

[Diehl et al, 2008].  Generation of a standardized droplet size and number concentration 91 

of water droplets for calibration is not a trivial task.  Despite the difficulty, however, it 92 

has been shown that such an effort is worthwhile. For instance the forward scattering 93 

spectrometer probe (FSSP) was shown to oversize water droplets of 15-30 um diameter 94 

by up to 15% when using glass beads for calibration [Wendisch et al, 1996], which then 95 

leads to as much as a 52% overestimate in LWC even when the droplet concentration is 96 

measured with 100% accuracy.   97 

An important characteristic of droplet generation methods employed by, e.g. 98 

Nagel et al [2007], Wendisch et al [1996], Korolev et al [1985; 1991], Jonnson and 99 

Vonnegut [1982], and Schneider and Hendricks [1964], is the steady production of 100 
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droplets one-at-a-time in the laboratory greatly reducing any possibility of coincidence 101 

errors, which occur when two or more droplets pass through the sample area at the same 102 

time.  The droplet generation method employed by Nagel et al [2007] to evaluate the 103 

FSSP utilizes a commercial piezo-electric ink-jet device.  Taking advantage of the steady 104 

production rate of calibration droplets, it is possible to test the counting efficiency of the 105 

cloud probe instrument and to clearly map the sample area.   106 

In the end, however, even this type of carefully crafted laboratory calibration is 107 

not fully representative of in situ measurements, as artifacts can arise solely during in-108 

flight operation.  It is well known, for instance, that the external geometry of a cloud 109 

probe instrument can significantly alter the measured cloud particle size distribution as a 110 

result of large droplets and ice crystals shattering upon impact with parts of the 111 

instrument that extend upstream of the sample volume [Heymsfield, 2007; McFarquahar 112 

et al, 2007; Korolev and Isaac, 2005].  Wind-tunnel studies can be used to simulate the 113 

in-flight environment to evaluate potential problems such as those related to cloud 114 

particle shattering, changes to the cloud particle trajectory, or icing of the cloud probe.   115 

However, these types of artifacts are difficult to quantify in a laboratory setting due in 116 

large part to the difficulty of continuously generating and uniformly transmitting ice 117 

crystals with realistic sizes, shapes and concentrations at high velocities upstream of a 118 

cloud droplet probe.   119 

In situ LWC measurements from hot-wire probes provide an independent 120 

observation for validating measured cloud droplet size distributions from a single aircraft 121 

sampling platform.  However, hot-wire measurements have their own limitations; e.g. 1) 122 

they are limited to non-precipitating conditions, as their sensitivity declines appreciably 123 
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and unpredictably for droplet sizes above ~40 um due to droplet splattering [Biter et al, 124 

1987; Feind et al, 2000], 2) the collection of small droplets (< 5 um) is also less than 125 

100% efficient [King et al, 1978], and 3) a percentage of the ice present in ice-only or 126 

mixed-phase clouds mass may be mistakenly attributed to liquid water. Thus, while hot-127 

wire LWC measurements and optical cloud probe measurements are complementary to 128 

one another and should be flown together whenever possible, careful and detailed 129 

laboratory calibrations with water droplets are also necessary for fundamental evaluation 130 

of a cloud droplet probe.   131 

In this study we use standardized water droplets generated in the laboratory to 132 

quantify the uncertainties of one in situ cloud probe instrument, the CDP, manufactured 133 

by Droplet Measurement Technologies, Inc (mention of this product is not an 134 

endorsement but only serves to clarify the hardware that was used). A further goal of this 135 

study is to evaluate the performance of the CDP during airborne operation onboard the 136 

NOAA WP-3D during the Aerosol, Radiation, and Cloud Processes affecting Arctic 137 

Climate (ARCPAC, http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/csd/arcpac/) project, which took place in 138 

the Alaskan Arctic in April 2008, by comparing the measured droplet size distributions 139 

with hot-wire LWC measurements.  CDP observations in liquid, ice and mixed-phase 140 

clouds sampled during ARCPAC are discussed. 141 

 142 

1.2 ARCPAC 143 

The ARCPAC field campaign was designed to evaluate the climatic effects of 144 

Arctic Haze [Brock et al, in preparation], including the indirect effects of aerosols on 145 

Arctic clouds.  Low level clouds in the Arctic springtime can warm the surface by 146 
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absorbing in the infrared [Curry and Ebert, 1992; Curry et al, 1993].  It is expected that 147 

changes in the concentrations of either cloud condensation nuclei or ice nuclei can affect 148 

the drop size distribution and even the cloud phase, thereby changing cloud radiative 149 

properties [Lubin and Vogelmann, 2006; Garrett and Zhao, 2006].  Also of interest is the 150 

removal of particles by clouds, especially as deposition of soot and other absorbing 151 

aerosols onto snow surfaces can significantly alter the surface albedo [McConnell et al, 152 

2007].  In recent years, special interest in both of these processes has been fueled by 153 

faster-than-expected warming in the Arctic and an accelerated rate of Arctic sea-ice melt 154 

[Alekseev et al, 2009; Serreze and Francis, 2006].  For our ultimate goal of understanding 155 

the aerosol-cloud-interactions in the Arctic, we first evaluate the uncertainties and 156 

limitations of the CDP observations obtained during ARCPAC. 157 

 158 

2.  Methods 159 

2.1 Overview of the Instrumentation 160 

Table 1 lists instruments relevant for in situ cloud sampling onboard the NOAA 161 

WP3-D during the ARCPAC campaign.   162 

 163 

Instrument Name Acronym Method Range units 

Cloud and Aerosol 

Spectrometer 
Serial #: CAS-0708-017 

CAS 

Forward / 

Back 

Optical 

Scattering 

0.6 – 50 um 

Cloud Droplet Probe 
Serial #: CCP-0703-010 

CDP 
Forward 

Scattering 
3 – 50 um 

Cloud Imaging Probe 
Serial #: CCP-0703-010 

CIP 2D image 25 – 2000 um 

Precipitation Imaging Probe 
Serial #: PIP-0705-005 

PIP 2D image 100 – 6000 um 

CSIRO King Probe King-LWC Hot-wire 0.1 – 6.0 g m
-3
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Johnson-Williams Probe JW-LWC Hot-wire 0.1 – 6.0 g m
-3

 

 164 

During ARCPAC, the in situ cloud probes were mounted below and forward of 165 

the port-side wing tip of the NOAA WP-3D, while the LWC probes were mounted along 166 

the lower side of the fuselage, well forward of the port-side wing. 167 

The CSIRO King-LWC measurements are an important part of this study, for 168 

evaluating the in-flight performance of the CDP.  These measurements are corrected by 169 

first determining the signal offset in clear-air as a function of the ambient temperature, 170 

pressure and true air speed measurements [King et al, 1978; King et al, 1981; King et al, 171 

1985], where clear-air is identified from the cloud probe measurements.  We do not 172 

manually correct for baseline drift, as some researchers do, by subtracting a bias 173 

determined from linear interpolation between measurements before and after each cloud 174 

penetration, thereby forcing the clear-air LWC measurements to zero, due to the 175 

subjective nature of the procedure.  We evaluate the accuracy of the corrected King-LWC 176 

measurements by comparing vertical profiles of measured LWC to the expected adiabatic 177 

profiles for low altitude stratus with a given cloud base temperature and pressure.  The 178 

King-LWC measurements often approach the adiabatic condition but are never super 179 

adiabatic, which gives us confidence in the physicality of the measurements.  For our 180 

analysis, we do not use King-LWC measurements for LWC values below 0.1 g m
-3

 due to 181 

uncertainties caused by baseline drift and temporary hysteresis following sustained liquid 182 

or ice impaction.  This detection limit of 0.1 g m
-3

 is conservative, as the baseline drift for 183 

the King-LWC measurements was almost always below 0.02 g m
-3

.  The JW-LWC probe 184 

on the WP-3D aircraft, although reportedly more precise, was found to be much less 185 

reliable than the King-LWC probe during ARCPAC; the baseline for the JW-LWC 186 
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measurements drifted by as much as 0.2 g m
-3

 (though more typically by 0.05 g m
-3

) 187 

throughout the campaign without any apparent systematic cause.  The JW-LWC 188 

measurements are therefore not used.   189 

Both the CIP and PIP produce images of individual particles by the shadows they 190 

cast on a photodiode array as they transit across a laser beam, in a manner similar to the 191 

optical array probes used by Korolev et al [1991].  The uncertainties of these instruments 192 

are outside the scope of this paper, and the uncorrected particle size distributions and 193 

images are used to provide a context for the ambient conditions encountered. 194 

The CAS and the CDP are single-particle instruments that measure the light 195 

scattered from a droplet or large particle passing through an open path laser beam.  Both 196 

the CAS and CDP make use of two photodetectors to constrain the optical sample area.  197 

Although the CAS measurement covers a range of sizes that includes the size range of the 198 

CDP, we do not report observations from the CAS in this paper.  The CAS has been 199 

successfully applied in cloud droplet closure studies previously (Fountoukis et al [2007]; 200 

Meskhidze et al [2005]; Conant et al [2004]), however, the performance of the CAS used 201 

in ARCPAC has not been documented, and preliminary analysis indicates some problems 202 

with the measurements, which need to be addressed separately.  203 

While the performance of other single particle forward scattering probes like the 204 

FSSP have been documented in detail in many studies [e.g. Baumgardner et al, 1985; 205 

Baumgardner and Spowart, 1990; Brenguier et al, 1998; Wendisch et al, 1996; Nagel et 206 

al, 2007], the CDP differs in terms of its optics, electronics and external geometry.  207 

Specific aspects regarding the expected performance of the CDP are outlined in the 208 

following sections. 209 
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 210 

2.2 CDP Sample Area 211 

The optical cross section of the laser beam path for which particles are deemed in-212 

focus, or qualified sample area (SAQ), is a necessary parameter for quantifying the 213 

ambient particle number concentration.  This cross-sectional area, when multiplied by the 214 

sampling time and the flow velocity perpendicular to the sample area plane, yields the 215 

sample volume; thus, uncertainties in the sample area translate directly to uncertainties in 216 

particle concentrations.  Calibration of sample area has been performed previously for the 217 

FSSP using a spinning disk with a wire attached [Nagel et al, 2007] and a pinhole 218 

[Brenguier et al, 1998] with fine positioning control.  However, calibration of the CDP 219 

sample area has not been previously published, nor have researchers consistently reported 220 

the value used for the sample area in calculating droplet concentrations from CDP data. 221 

Particles are considered within the sample area when they lie within the depth of 222 

field (DoF) of the optics and are therefore in-focus.  These qualified particles are a subset 223 

of all detected particles.  The CDP qualifies a detected particle as either within or outside 224 

SAQ with the use of an unmasked photodetector (sizer), a masked photodetector 225 

(qualifier) and a comparator circuit.  Light scattered by a particle is collected over a range 226 

of angles ~4-12
o
 in the forward direction and then split between the qualifier and sizer.  227 

When the qualifier voltage is larger than the sizer voltage, the particle is considered 228 

inside the DoF and is therefore counted.  The amplitude of the sizer pulse is then used to 229 

determine the size of the droplets within SAQ, as discussed in the next section. 230 

The qualifier mask of the CDP is a rectangular slit configuration, with long side 231 

parallel to the air flow, which is fundamentally different from the optical mask of the 232 
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original FSSP “annulus” detector (used to qualify whether particles are in the DoF), 233 

which has a masked central region that is circular in shape.  However, both utilize the 234 

same basic principle; when the droplet image is out-of-focus, the image is larger and 235 

more diffuse [Burnet and Brenguier, 2002], allowing more or less light to reach the 236 

detector, depending on the optical configuration.   The original FSSP annulus detector 237 

measures a low voltage when the droplet is in-focus (because the in-focus image is 238 

almost entirely masked), whereas the CDP qualifier measures a low voltage when the 239 

droplet is out-of-focus (because the out-of-focus image is larger than the slit in the 240 

qualifier mask, and therefore only a fraction of the total scattered light is detected).  The 241 

newer FSSP models (e.g. Fast-FSSP and FSSP-300) use an optical mask with a similar 242 

shape to the slit in the CDP [Burnet and Brenguier, 2002].  The slit configuration limits 243 

droplet detection to positions along the centerline of the laser beam where laser intensity 244 

is more homogeneous. 245 

 246 

2.3 CDP Droplet Sizing 247 

The amount of light diffracted by a droplet is proportional to the square of the 248 

droplet size and also depends on the laser wavelength, and scattering angle.  For the 249 

droplet size range of the CDP and the wavelength of the CDP laser, this relationship is 250 

expected to follow Mie theory [Bohren and  Huffman, 1983]. The light collected over a 251 

given range of scattering angles (e.g. ~4-12
o
 in the CDP) can then be related to a droplet 252 

size by assuming that the droplets have a refractive index equal to that of pure water. 253 

To calibrate the sizing photodetector response to a given droplet size, particles are 254 

injected into the sample area of the CDP.  If glass beads or polystyrene latex spheres are 255 
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used to calibrate the CDP sizer, the response of the CDP to water droplets must be 256 

calculated based on the difference in refractive index between water and glass, for 257 

instance.  The scattering collection angles of the photodetector must be known accurately 258 

to apply this technique.  Calibrating the CDP with water droplets avoids this uncertainty. 259 

 260 

2.4 Sources of Uncertainty for the CDP 261 

The potential sources of error for in situ cloud probe observations result from 262 

different mechanisms ranging from optical, electronic, statistical and physical in nature.  263 

We briefly outline many of these different sources of error for the CDP, which have 264 

previously been identified in the evaluation of other forward scattering probes.  Brenguier 265 

et al [1998] cover many of these issues in detail. 266 

 267 

1) Size Resolution Limits due to Mie Resonance 268 

Droplet sizing by the CDP is limited by discrete binning of measured pulse 269 

heights, with a default of 30 bins covering the range from 3-50 um.  The bins prescribed 270 

by the manufacturer are 1 um wide from 3 to 14 um, after which they become 2 um wide.  271 

Although the bin definitions can be changed in the instrument software, the sizing of the 272 

CDP is expected to be fundamentally constrained by the non-monotonic relationship 273 

between droplet size and scattered light signal.  Mie resonance structure is most 274 

pronounced for a single mode laser such as used in the CDP, while a multi-mode laser, as 275 

is used in the standard FSSP, dampens the Mie resonances [Knollenberg et al, 1976].  276 

However, the single-mode CDP diode laser (658 nm) avoids the greater spatial intensity 277 

inhomogeneity of a multi-mode laser, which results in a greater broadening of the 278 
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measured droplet size distribution [Baumgardner et al,1990] in addition to a shift in the 279 

measured mean size [Hovenac and Lock, 1993]. 280 

 281 

2) Electronic Response Time 282 

Electronic response time can be an important limitation, both for counting all the 283 

droplets [Baumgardner et al, 1985] and for sizing them correctly [Baumgardner and 284 

Spowart, 1990].  The CDP has very small deadtime losses, and uses a 40 MHz clock.  285 

Faster electronics is one of the major improvements of the CDP over its predecessors. 286 

 287 

3) Coincidence 288 

Coincidence, which occurs when two or more droplets transit the sample area at 289 

the same time, is a concentration dependent problem that can cause undercounting and/or 290 

oversizing errors, and in general broadens the droplet size distribution.  There are at least 291 

two types of coincidence in open path optical particle counting instruments, which have 292 

been previously discussed by Baumgardner et al [1985] and Cooper [1988].  The first 293 

type of coincidence, standard coincidence, occurs when two droplets pass through the 294 

qualified sample area, SAQ, within rapid succession so that only one droplet is counted, 295 

and the size of the droplet appears to be larger than either of the single droplets alone 296 

because additional laser light is scattered into the sizing detector.  The probability of 297 

standard coincidence occurring in the CDP onboard the NOAA WP-3D aircraft is less 298 

than 5% at droplet concentrations of 500 cm
-3

, since the sample volume of the CDP at 299 

1Hz is only ~0.06 mm
3
 at an aircraft speed of 100 m s

-1
.   300 
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Another type of coincidence can occur, with one droplet passing through SAQ and 301 

another droplet passing simultaneously just outside of SAQ but in an area where scattered 302 

light can still be detected. We refer to this region where non-qualified droplets may 303 

contribute scattered light to the signal from qualified droplets as the extended sample 304 

area, SAE, and this type of coincidence as extended coincidence.  When extended 305 

coincidence occurs, two things may happen: 1) the droplet passing through SAQ will be 306 

counted but may be oversized due to additional light scattered into the sizing detector 307 

from non-qualified droplets, or 2) the droplet passing through SAQ will not be counted 308 

because the additional light scattered from the coincident droplet can raise the sizer signal 309 

above the qualifier signal. 310 

Typically, coincidence errors in existing cloud droplet instruments are considered 311 

minor for droplet concentrations less than 500 cm
-3

 [Baumgardner et al, 1985].  Cooper 312 

[1988], Brenguier et al [1998] and Burnet and Brenguier [2002] present methodologies 313 

for correcting FSSP and Fast-FSSP measurements for coincidence errors, but conclude 314 

that correcting for coincidence errors on the shape of the droplet size distribution is both 315 

computationally expensive and ill-conditioned, due to a lack of constraints on the actual 316 

droplet spectrum. 317 

 318 

4) Counting Statistics 319 

Statistical uncertainties result from the finite sample volume.  With a 1 Hz 320 

sampling rate, on an aircraft such as the NOAA WP-3D flying at 100 m s
-1

, spatial 321 

variability within clouds cannot be resolved for spatial scales smaller than 100 m. The 322 

random statistical uncertainty in concentration is determined by Poisson statistics based 323 
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on the number of droplets measured in a sampling period.  The uncertainty in droplet 324 

concentration due to counting statistics is less than 5% for measured droplet 325 

concentrations above 13 cm
-3

 (given a 1 Hz sampling rate, aircraft velocity of 100 m s
-1

, 326 

and qualified sample area of 0.3 mm
2
). 327 

 328 

5) Particle Shattering 329 

In situ cloud probe measurements have had issues with shattering of large 330 

particles, both liquid and ice, upstream of the laser detector [Jensen et al, 2009; 331 

McFarquahar et al, 2007; Field et al, 2006; Korolev and Isaac, 2005] either by direct 332 

impaction by the instrument arms or by the shear forces as the particles are deflected by 333 

the airstream flowing around the probe.  Particle shattering typically results in an 334 

instrument bias towards smaller and more droplets.  Unfortunately, correcting for 335 

artifacts resulting from particle shattering is often not feasible, as the magnitude of the 336 

error can be strongly sensitive to the many different factors including instrument 337 

geometries, aircraft attack angles and speed, as well as the particle size distribution, 338 

ambient temperature and the physical shape of the ice crystals. One potentially important 339 

advantage of the CDP compared to the FSSP is the use of two aerodynamic arms 340 

upstream of the open optical path, rather than the cylindrical inlet of the FSSP or CAS 341 

(which can be subject to large particle shattering artifacts [Heymsfield, 2007]).  342 

McFarquhar et al [2007] assert that the original CDP with rounded tips suffers much less 343 

from shattering artifacts than does the CAS.  The sharply pointed asymmetric tips on the 344 

CDP used during ARCPAC (Figure 1a) are expected to further reduce shattering artifacts, 345 

especially in ice and in mixed-phase and precipitating clouds. 346 
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The interarrival time, or the time between observations of individual particles, 347 

gives a diagnostic of the extent of particle shatter on the particle size distribution, but 348 

significant uncertainty remains even after removing from the analysis those particles 349 

which are detected in groups of short interarrival times [Alexei Korolev, in preparation].  350 

The CDP used during ARCPAC did not record particle interarrival times. 351 

 352 

6) Particle Velocity 353 

During in-flight operation, uncertainty in the particle velocity as it crosses the 354 

laser path also translates directly and proportionally to uncertainty in the droplet 355 

concentration, because the velocity in part defines the sample volume.  During ARCPAC, 356 

the cloud probes were suspended beneath (and slightly in front of) the outboard wing tip 357 

of the NOAA WP-3D to minimize effects from the wake of the aircraft.  However, 358 

measurements made at three different points on the aircraft all show different values for 359 

true air speed (TAS), with a -12 m s
-1

 and -18 m s
-1

 bias in the readings of the CIP and 360 

CAS pitot tubes, respectively, compared to the aircraft TAS.  The CIP pitot tube is closest 361 

in proximity to the CDP.  To be conservative, we assume that the bias between TAS 362 

calculated from different sensors is due to measurement bias rather than real differences 363 

in airflow at the different locations.  We use the aircraft TAS in calculations of droplet 364 

concentration, both because we expect it to be the most accurate measurement and 365 

because the small pitot tubes located in close proximity to the probes, although heated, 366 

often became blocked with ice during flights in the Arctic.  Since the aircraft TAS is the 367 

highest of the three TAS readings, we report the lowest expected droplet concentrations.  368 
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Therefore, we assume an uncertainty in TAS of 18 m s
-1

, which results in an uncertainty 369 

in droplet concentrations of ~ 20%. 370 

 371 

2.4 Calibration System 372 

A calibration system was developed to quantify uncertainties relating to the CDP 373 

sample area, sizing resolution, coincidence errors and electronic response time using 374 

monodisperse water droplets 8-35 µm in diameter.  Table 2 lists the main components of 375 

the calibration system, with many similarities to the systems used by Wendisch et al 376 

[1996] and Nagel et al [2007].  Lee [2003] provides a comprehensive description of 377 

droplet generation methods.   378 

 379 

Component 

Description 

Manufacturer/ 

Supplier 

Model #/ 

Part # 
Specifications 

Metrology camera 

w/ high speed shutter 
JAI CV-A10 CL 

0.5” CCD 

1/60 - 1/300,000 s
-1

 

shutter speeds 

0.44 MPixel resolution 

(575 x 760 pixels) 

Diagnostic camera 
BigCatch USB 

digital cameras 
EM-310C 0.5” CMOS 

Microscope objectives 

and lens tubes 
Edmund Optics - 

4x, 10x and 20x 

magnifications 

Drop generator device/  

Piezo-electric actuator 
MicroFab, Inc. 

MJ-ABP-30/ 

JetDrive III 

30 um orifice/ 

Strobe control 

Evaporation flow-tube 
Allen Scientific 

Glass 
- 

11” long evaporation 

section, ID = 2 cm, 

tapering to nozzle with  

ID = 0.5 mm 

Oscilloscope Tektronix THS720A 
2 channel 

100 MHz 

Water pump McMaster-Carr 8220K43 low flow gear pump 

Water manifold Cole-Parmer A-06464-85 (4) 3-way valves 

Image acquisition card 
National 

Instruments 
PCIe-1427 - 

 380 
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Droplets were generated using a commercial piezoelectric drop generator.  Stable 381 

operation of the generator (production of a single, straight jet of uniform droplets, 382 

without production of smaller satellite drops), requires specific operating parameters, 383 

which are fluid and orifice dependent.  For generation of water droplets using a 30 um 384 

nozzle, the most stable operation is maintained with the following parameters: 3 us rise, 385 

22 us dwell, 3 us fall, 44 us echo, 3 us final rise, 0 volts idle, 16  volts dwell and -16 volts 386 

echo at 250 Hz.  These parameters produce ~40 um droplets. A 2 um nylon filter is used 387 

in the liquid flow upstream of the droplet dispensing device.  Care must be taken to 388 

eliminate bubbles from the water supply to the device.  The droplet generation system 389 

uses a liquid pump and a manifold of valves to allow transitioning between three different 390 

modes of operation without allowing bubbles into the system.  These three modes of 391 

operation are: 1) purging the drop generator device using a liquid pump with a positive 392 

pressure head, 2) drawing in a cleansing solution via a negative pressure head, and 3) 393 

operating the drop generator device under static pressure in equilibrium with a water 394 

reservoir, bypassing the liquid pump altogether (normal operation).  Periodic wetting and 395 

purging of the device eliminates bubbles and also prevents accumulation of electric 396 

charge on the outer surface of the glass nozzle, which can alter the droplet trajectories 397 

and prevent droplet generation.  It was discovered that droplet generation was not as 398 

sensitive to the water reservoir pressure head as expected from previous studies (e.g. 399 

Wendisch et al [1996]) as long as the level of the water reservoir was below the tip of the 400 

drop generation device, resulting in a slight negative pressure and a concave meniscus.  401 

Vertical operation is also important, as a symmetrical meniscus in the droplet dispensing 402 

device nozzle prevents the droplet jet from ejecting at an angle, or from not being 403 
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generated at all.  Thus, the CDP is oriented vertically during the calibrations.  The 404 

performance of the drop generator device is monitored with a diagnostic camera at 4x 405 

magnification and an LED strobe light synchronized to the piezo-electric actuator signal 406 

with a variable delay control, similar to Schafer et al. [2007]. 407 

Generated droplets then pass through an evaporation flow-tube (Fig. 1b) to 408 

accelerate the drops to greater speeds and to make fine adjustments to the droplet size by 409 

controlled evaporation.  The droplets are injected into a laminar, dry sheath air.  The 410 

residence time between the point of injection and the exit of the flow-tube controls the 411 

extent of droplet evaporation.  The residence time can be controlled by changing either 412 

the sheath flow rate or the injection position of droplets inside the flow-tube.  The speed 413 

of the droplets exiting the flow-tube is sensitive to both the flow rate and the droplet size; 414 

large droplets require a finite travel distance for acceleration, which is a function of the 415 

particle relaxation time.  By varying the injection position and the flow rate, it is possible 416 

to explore two different effects (droplet size and speed) on the sizing and counting 417 

efficiency of the CDP.  Water and piezo-electric actuator pulses are supplied within the 418 

injection positioning rod.  A residence time of several seconds is required to evaporate 419 

droplets from 40 um to less than 10 um, depending on the relative humidity (RH) in the 420 

flow-tube.  Neither the RH nor the residence time of droplets in the flow-tube was 421 

monitored; instead the droplet size was determined with an independent measurement, as 422 

explained below. The droplets accelerate to velocities up to 45 m s
-1

 in the tapered section 423 

of the flow-tube.  Figure 1a shows a photograph of the evaporation flow-tube during 424 

calibration of the CDP.  The exit of the flow-tube nozzle was positioned less than 5 mm 425 

above the CDP sample area.  426 
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For independent verification of the droplet diameter, we utilize the “glares 427 

technique” described in previous papers [Korolev et al, 1991; Wendisch et al, 1996; 428 

Nagel et al, 2007], in which a camera directly images droplets as they pass through the 429 

laser beam of the CDP.  The geometry of specular reflections off the front and back face 430 

of droplets, as observed by a camera situated at a given angle from the incident light, 431 

uniquely constrains the droplet size.  The top image in Figure 1a shows a single droplet 432 

illuminated by the CDP laser beam, with two bright “glares” produced at the edge of the 433 

droplet image.  Although the image is vertically blurred slightly due to the droplet 434 

motion, the shape of the droplet is apparent by way of independent backlighting (used for 435 

acquisition of this image only).  Linear glares are produced when the droplet transits 436 

across a passive camera, allowing the glares to streak across the acquired image [e.g. 437 

Nagel et al, 2007].  The distance between the centerlines of the two glare streaks is Dglares.  438 

At a viewing angle of 130
o
 Dglares is least sensitive to viewing angle, and the true droplet 439 

diameter, Dtrue, is ~10% greater than Dglares [Wendisch et al, 1996].  Since the light source 440 

for the glares measurement is the CDP laser, this technique allows for verification of the 441 

droplet size within the sample area of the CDP, simultaneous to, but not affecting, the 442 

standard CDP measurement.  For measuring Dglares, we use a digital metrology camera at 443 

20x magnification focused on droplets as they transit the sample area of the CDP, with a 444 

viewing angle of 130
o
 to the incident light.  The positioning of the droplets is highly 445 

repeatable as verified by observing that droplets remain in-focus and consistently 446 

positioned in the acquired image during the calibration experiments.  The sizing of the 447 

metrology camera is independently calibrated both with backlit glass beads adhered to a 448 

transparent slide and with a standard optical test target.  The uncertainty in the droplet 449 
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sizing is dominated by the pixel resolution of the metrology camera setup, which is 450 

0.54 um/pixel.  Uncertainty in droplet positioning is ~10 um. 451 

The droplet velocity is quantified by measuring the length of the droplet glares 452 

(parallel to the droplet trajectory and perpendicular to Dglares) while varying the amount of 453 

time the shutter of the metrology camera is held open.  The slope of this relationship 454 

provides the droplet velocity.  The maximum droplet velocity measurable is dependent on 455 

many factors including the optical magnification, the field of view, the pixel size 456 

resolution, the amount of light scattered and collected, the width of the laser beam, and 457 

the maximum shutter speeds available.  10x magnification was found to produce the 458 

optimum conditions for measuring the velocity of 10-20um droplets, which allows for a 459 

maximum droplet velocity measurement of ~70 m s
-1

 across the CDP laser beam.  For 460 

smaller droplets, the maximum measureable droplet velocity is lower, due to the dimness 461 

of the glares. 462 

Droplet velocity may be important for several different reasons: 1) the electronic 463 

response time of the CDP may truncate the pulses when droplets pass at a faster velocity 464 

[Baumgardner and Spowart, 1990], 2) the droplet trajectories may be influenced by the 465 

laser beam itself when passing at a slower velocity [Nagel et al, 2007], and 3) the shape 466 

of the droplets may change when accelerated to a faster velocity [Wendisch et al, 1996], 467 

although Pruppacher and Beard [1970] found that droplets as large as 400 um 468 

experienced minimal physical deformation once the droplets have relaxed to a steady 469 

velocity.  These effects could influence the measured pulse width and height in addition 470 

to the counting rate.  The evaporation flow-tube and sheath flow rate used in these 471 

calibrations resulted in droplet velocities of 30-40 m s
-1

 for droplets smaller than 25 um.  472 
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While these velocities are significantly lower than the aircraft velocity, they are high 473 

enough to prevent problem #2 above.  Future work is planned using a flow-tube with a 474 

much longer flow-tube nozzle (~4 cm), to allow greater time for droplet acceleration 475 

prior to exit, so that we may more thoroughly explore the effect of droplet velocity on the 476 

CDP response. 477 

The position of droplets within the sample area of single-particle forward scatter 478 

instruments can affect the measured size, as shown by previous researchers (e.g. 479 

[Wendisch et al., 1996; Schmidt et al, 2004]).  By precisely controlling the horizontal 480 

positioning of the droplets in the sample area of the CDP during calibration 481 

(longitudinally along the axis of the laser beam and laterally across the laser beam), we 482 

evaluated the response of the instrument at different locations and experimentally 483 

determine the degree to which random distribution of droplets within the sample area will 484 

broaden droplet size distributions measured in flight.  485 

 486 

3.  Fundamental Laboratory Characterization of the CDP 487 

3.1 Sizing 488 

 The CDP was initially calibrated with both PSL spheres and glass beads.  In 489 

addition to the standard CDP binned size distributions we also recorded the waveforms of 490 

electronic pulses corresponding to a sampling of individual particles as detected by the 491 

sizer and qualifier and measured with an oscilloscope. Figure 2a shows the calibrated 492 

sizer pulse amplitude, corresponding to the maximum amount of light collected for a 493 

droplet of a given size.  Also plotted are the theoretically determined response functions 494 

of the CDP for different particle refractive indices, calculated from Mie theory.  The 495 
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range of collection angles for the theoretical curves illustrates the expected sensitivity of 496 

the CDP response to changes in the droplet position within the sample area.  Glass beads 497 

were aspirated from a small vial and through a tube positioned over the sample area of 498 

the CDP using dry compressed gas.  The PSL calibrations were performed using a 499 

nebulizer to generate droplets from PSL particles in water, followed by a diffusional 500 

dryer to evaporate the water from the PSL particles, and then transmitted across the 501 

sample area of the CDP using the evaporation flow-tube.  For both the PSL and glass 502 

bead calibrations aggregation of generated particles is possible, which would result in a 503 

bias in the measured pulse amplitude.  Coincidence is also possible, but is extremely 504 

unlikely for the PSL calibrations, since particle count rates were less than 0.1 Hz. 505 

 Calibrations of the CDP were also performed using monodisperse water droplets 506 

8-35 um in diameter.  Droplets were generated as detailed above, and injected through the 507 

CDP laser beam at the lateral and longitudinal position that produced the maximum 508 

sizing pulse amplitude.  Once this position was located, calibration of various droplet 509 

sizes was performed. Figure 2a and 2b show the calibrated response of the CDP to water 510 

droplets; no averaging was performed and each data point represents a single droplet as 511 

measured by the metrology camera and by the oscilloscope.  The response of the CDP to 512 

varying water droplet sizes is surprisingly monotonic, and unexpected from Mie theory, 513 

for reasons that are not known.  From Figures 2a and 2b, it appears that the CDP has a 514 

general tendency to oversize droplets, especially for droplet sizes smaller than 20um, 515 

when using the glass bead and PSL particles for calibration.  This may be because the 516 

calibration using water droplets is constrained to the center of the DoF where the 517 

scattered light signal is highest, whereas the glass beads and PSL particles are transmitted 518 
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randomly across the CDP sample area giving a lower signal on average.  By shifting the 519 

bin designations by 2 um, the CDP response is able to much better represent the true 520 

droplet diameter obtained from images of the droplet glares for droplets at the center of 521 

the DoF.  Figure 2b shows the volume mean diameter (DV, [Seinfeld and Pandis, 1998]) 522 

calculated from the droplet size distributions reported in the standard CDP measurement 523 

(with the threshold diameter in the CDP software representing the smallest diameter of 524 

each bin) as a function of the true droplet diameter obtained from images of the droplet 525 

glares.  Droplets are oversized by up to 20% using the standard CDP diameter thresholds.  526 

As mentioned above, subtracting 2 um from each size bin produces much better 527 

agreement, with a slope of 0.977 ± 0.0013 (forced through the origin) and a linear 528 

correlation coefficient (R
2
) of 0.994.  Individual droplets 10-20 um in diameter may still 529 

be under or over sized by as much as 10% due to the coarse size resolution of the bins. 530 

Figures 3a and 3b shows the CDP droplet sizing accuracy as a function of position 531 

within the qualified sample area, SAQ, for two different droplet sizes (22 um and 12 um), 532 

after the 2um sizing offset has been applied.  The measurements were obtained at regular 533 

intervals of 200 um along the axis of the laser beam and 20 um across the laser beam, 534 

with higher resolution at the edges of the qualified sample area (to within 50 um and 10 535 

um, respectively) after the edge has been identified through the absence of counts on the 536 

CDP.  The sizing variability within SAQ is large, with undersizing by as much as 74% 537 

possible as well as oversizing by as much as 12%, but only a small fraction of the area 538 

within SAQ results in undersizing by more than 25%.  The most likely sizing bias within 539 

SAQ is -1.2% (-8.6% on average) for 12 um droplets and 0.6% (-2.4% on average) for 22 540 

um droplets.   541 
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 542 

3.2 Counting 543 

 The standard CDP measurement provides a counting rate (droplets s
-1

).  For a 544 

given position within SAQ, the measured counting rate is in close agreement with the rate 545 

at which droplets were generated with the piezo-electric actuator (250 Hz).  At the edges 546 

of SAQ, a higher or a lower counting rate is possible due to electronic noise, which 547 

becomes important when the qualifier and sizer signals have nearly the same amplitude 548 

(Figures 3b, 3d).  The effect of electronic noise is also greater when the pulse amplitude 549 

is smaller, as when smaller droplets are used.  SAQ integrated from the data shown in 550 

Figure 3 is 0.3 ± 0.04 mm
2
 for both 12 and 22 um droplets, which is consistent with the 551 

manufacturer specifications.  Although the counting rate varies significantly at the edges 552 

of SAQ, the average counting rate within SAQ for both experiments is within 5% of the 553 

rate that droplets were generated. 554 

 555 

4.  In-Flight Performance of the CDP 556 

4.1 Comparison with in-situ LWC   557 

 During a transit flight on March 29, 2008 from Tampa, FL to Denver, CO in 558 

preparation for the ARCPAC campaign, multiple warm (liquid), nonprecipitating clouds 559 

were intercepted at altitudes ranging from 900-1500 m over a period of about 1 hour.  560 

The observations made during this time period provide the basis for our LWC 561 

comparison.  The measured droplet DV ranged from 4-17 um for these clouds with an 562 

average DV of 11.9 um (after shifting the size bins by 2 um, as described in Section 3.1), 563 

and droplet concentrations averaged 217 cm
-3

 with a maximum of 436 cm
-3

.   564 
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A bias was discovered in the CDP-LWC calculated from the measured droplet 565 

size distribution, as compared to the mass of liquid water measured by the hot-wire King 566 

probe (King-LWC).  The CDP-LWC bias, defined as (CDP-LWC – King-LWC) / King-567 

LWC, is strongly and linearly correlated with the measured droplet concentration (Figure 568 

4).  This bias is consistent throughout the transit flight, and is also shown to be consistent 569 

on other flights where liquid water is present.  Because of the droplet concentration 570 

dependence, we hypothesize that coincidence errors are responsible for the observed 571 

discrepancy in LWC.  To quantify the expected coincidence errors, we first determine 572 

SAE in the laboratory, and then perform Monte Carlo simulations to evaluate the effect of 573 

coincidence on measured droplet concentrations and droplet sizes.  Section 5 gives an in-574 

depth description of the method used for quantifying coincidence errors in the CDP. 575 

 576 

4.2  Ice- and Mixed-Phase- Clouds 577 

 During an Arctic flight out of Fairbanks, AK on April 19th, 2008 we observed a 578 

much wider dynamic range in droplet concentrations than during the transit flight on 579 

March 29
th

.  However, many of the clouds sampled during this Arctic flight were mixed-580 

phase clouds, with ice crystals as large as 1 mm and King-LWC as high as 0.3 g m
-3

 581 

simultaneously observed.  Ice crystals can lead to measurement artifacts in at least two 582 

ways, 1) by biasing the hot-wire LWC measurements and 2) by shattering on the arms of 583 

the CDP and producing many small ice particles that are counted as liquid droplets.  In 584 

spite of this, the CDP-LWC bias for this flight showed the same linear trend with droplet 585 

concentration as did the liquid-only clouds sampled on the transit flight.  Both flights are 586 

shown in Figure 4.  The robustness of this result over an even broader range of droplet 587 
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concentrations gives us increased confidence that coincidence errors are driving the 588 

observed discrepancy between the CDP-LWC and the King-LWC.  Furthermore, it 589 

suggests that ice crystal shattering did not significantly affect the CDP-LWC bias 590 

observed for these particular mixed-phase clouds. 591 

 Figure 5 shows the size distribution from the CDP (3-50um), the CIP (50-200um) 592 

and PIP (200-6000um) for a liquid-only cloud, two ice-only clouds, and two mixed-phase 593 

clouds on the April 19th, 2008 flight. The use of 1 Hz data in Figure 5 sets the minimum 594 

concentration observable by each instrument; the instrument counting limits are plotted in 595 

addition to the ambient size distributions.  The liquid-only cloud shown has a skewed 596 

single-mode distribution with a peak in concentration at ~10 um droplet diameter.  The 597 

two mixed-phase clouds have similar droplet distributions to the liquid-only cloud, with 598 

skewed Gaussian shapes that peak in concentrations between 10 and 30 um droplet 599 

diameters. 600 

The absence of liquid droplets in ice-only clouds allows for a closer evaluation of 601 

ice crystal shattering on the CDP measurements.  The ice-only condition is operationally 602 

defined when measured LWC is below the 0.1 g m
-3

 detection limit of the King hot-wire 603 

probe.  Ice-Only Cloud 1 in Figure 5 contained ice precipitation concentrations of ~2 L
-1

, 604 

including many large (> 1 mm), lightly rimed, dendritic and aggregated ice crystals (as 605 

shown at the bottom of Fig. 5), which are expected to be the most fragile of any ice 606 

crystal habit [Pruppacher and Klett, 2000].  Yet these conditions result in very little effect 607 

on the CDP size distribution, with concentrations one to two orders of magnitude less 608 

than observed in liquid clouds at any given size between 8 and 50 um in diameter.  The 609 

measured CDP concentration is less than 0.7 cm
-3

 in this example, resulting in CDP-610 
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LWC of only 2x10
-5

 g m
-3

.  In fact, it is not clear that the few particles observed by the 611 

CDP during this time period are fragments of shattered ice crystals, since liquid droplets 612 

this small and few in number would not be observable by the King-LWC probe.  Despite 613 

this ambiguity, it is clear that the ice crystal shattering artifact in the CDP cannot be large 614 

for this example, even under the very poor conditions encountered.  For Ice-Only Cloud 2 615 

it is also unclear whether the much higher number concentration (~52 L
-1

) of ice 616 

hydrometeors is affecting the CDP measurement, since the particles observed in the CDP 617 

are so small and few that their total volume cannot be verified by the King-LWC probe.  618 

The shape of the particle size distribution measured by the CDP, however, is similar to 619 

the distributions observed in liquid and mixed-phase clouds, suggesting that Ice-Only 620 

Cloud 2 may indeed be a mixed-phase cloud. 621 

 622 

5. Quantifying Coincidence Errors 623 

 Both the qualified sample area, SAQ, and the extended sample area, SAE, must be 624 

known to quantify coincidence errors.  We calibrate SAE in the same way that we 625 

calibrate SAQ, by transmitting droplets at precise locations across the CDP laser beam 626 

and monitoring the instrument response.  However, instead of monitoring the relative 627 

signals from the sizer and qualifier, only the sizer signal is recorded.  At any position the 628 

sizer is able to detect droplets (even outside of SAQ), the potential exists for coincident 629 

droplets to affect the sizing and counting of qualified droplets.  SAE is much larger than 630 

SAQ, spanning more than 2 cm, or roughly half the distance between the arms of the CDP 631 

(Figure 6). 632 
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 To simulate the effect of coincidence errors on the CDP performance, we 633 

developed a Monte Carlo program with two distinct time scales, one for qualified 634 

droplets transiting through SAQ and one for coincident droplets transiting through SAE.  635 

In the simulations, first an input droplet size distribution is prescribed, and individual 636 

droplets within this distribution transit the CDP laser at random time intervals and 637 

positions.  The time interval between droplets is constrained by the ranges 0 < t < 2 Q 638 

and 0 < t < 2 C for qualified and coincident droplets, respectively, as 639 

 640 

    Q = 1 / nD 641 

    C = (1 / nD) (SAQ / SAE) 642 

 643 

where t is the time between individual droplets, C is the average time between 644 

coincident droplets (s), Q is the average time between qualified droplets (s), and nD is the 645 

prescribed qualified droplet counting rate (drops/s).  All time intervals between 0 and 2  646 

are considered equally likely, yet the average time interval between droplets remains .  647 

Likewise, transit of droplets across any position within SAQ and SAE is considered 648 

equally likely. 649 

At 100 m s
-1

 flight speed, droplets pass through the ~0.2 mm diameter laser beam 650 

in ~2 us. The average transit time of qualified droplets is determined by the duration for 651 

which the simulated sizer signal exceeds a threshold of 20 digital counts until the sizer 652 

signal drops below 10 digital counts (as long as the qualifier signal exceeds the sizer 653 

signal at some point during this time period).  For a series of coincident droplets, the 654 

transit time configured in this way can be very long, and can therefore be used as a 655 
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diagnostic for in-flight coincidence errors.  We use a time window of 100 us in the 656 

simulations to allow for long transit times, so that we can evaluate this diagnostic 657 

parameter.  The average transit time is linked to the pulse widths of individual droplets 658 

(defined as twice the Gaussian standard deviation of the pulse), which is not known 659 

precisely since it depends on multiple factors including the width of the laser beam at a 660 

given location, the droplet size, and the aircraft velocity.  Wider pulses result in greater 661 

overlap between pulses, which means that there is less time for the sizer signal to relax 662 

back to its baseline thereby terminating the transit time.  Thus, the average transit time 663 

constrains the pulse widths that can be used in the simulations.  This constraint is also 664 

important because the simulations also show that the pulse width of individual droplets 665 

can strongly affect the coincidence error.  Measured pulse widths during the water droplet 666 

calibrations ranged from 2-5 us, for droplets 8-35 um in diameter traveling at roughly 667 

30% of the NOAA WP-3D velocity.  Therefore, we expect a range of pulse widths 668 

roughly 0.5-1.5 us during the ARCPAC campaign. 669 

The measured response of the sizer and qualifier to individual droplets within 670 

SAQ and SAE during the laboratory calibrations constrains the simulated sizing and 671 

counting errors of the CDP.  In the simulations, droplets are individually allowed to 672 

transit randomly across SAQ, and the pulse amplitude is then modified depending on the 673 

position of the droplet within SAQ.  Simultaneously, other droplets may randomly transit 674 

across SAE, whereby simulated pulses are generated with amplitudes that depend on their 675 

position within SAE.  The qualifier and sizer signals for all droplets transiting across SAE 676 

and SAQ are then summed.  We assume in the simulations that the scattered light from 677 

one droplet does not affect the scattering response of any other droplet.   678 
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Figure 7 shows examples of simulated sizer and qualifier signals, with the 679 

prescribed qualified droplet positioned at the center of the 100 us time window.  A 680 

“perfect” instrument is one in which the pulse amplitude is unaffected by coincidence or 681 

inhomogeneous instrument response, and is instead directly and unambiguously related to 682 

droplet size according to the power law relationship shown in Figure 2a.  In actuality, for 683 

an imperfect instrument, several different results are possible: 684 

 685 

7a) The qualified droplet is undersized after transiting through a position within 686 

SAQ with a lower response.  The droplet size is unaffected by coincidence for this 687 

particular case because no coincident droplets happened to arrive at exactly the 688 

same time as the qualified droplet.  However, the transit time for this case is 689 

slightly longer than it would have been, because coincidence extends the amount 690 

of time that the sizer signal remains above an electronic threshold.   691 

 692 

7b) The droplet is oversized due to a coincident droplet that scatters additional 693 

light into the sizer.  In this case, the transit time is also much longer due to several 694 

other coincident droplets.   695 

 696 

7c) The sizer signal exceeds the qualifier signal due to a coincident droplet, 697 

resulting in erroneous rejection of the qualified droplet.  The maximum oversizing 698 

error due to coincidence is constrained by the qualifier signal; when this 699 

constraint is exceeded, droplets are undercounted. 700 

 701 
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 The droplet size can also be important in simulating the effect of coincidence.  702 

Doubling the pulse signal voltage (the maximum effect possible due to extended 703 

coincidence, since the maximum qualifier/sizer signal ratio is ~2) has a greater effect on 704 

the measured droplet size when the droplets are small.  As an example, doubling the 705 

voltage from 195 to 390 mV represents an increase in droplet diameter from 6.4 to 13.2 706 

um (a 106% increase), whereas doubling the voltage from 372 to 744 mV represents an 707 

increase in droplet diameter from 12.6 to 21.2 um (a 68% increase).  This means that 6.4 708 

um droplets can have up to 38% greater oversizing error due to coincidence than 12.6 um 709 

droplets.  In terms of the relative increase in LWC, the effect can be much larger.  This 710 

does not account for the effect of pulse width, which is expected to be droplet size 711 

dependent. 712 

We ran the simulations with 500 qualified droplets for prescribed droplet 713 

concentrations ranging from 50 to 550 cm
-3

.  Figure 8a shows the simulated bias in DV   714 

for a range of droplet sizes, pulse widths and droplet concentrations.  The linear fits of the 715 

simulated DV error as a function of the prescribed droplet concentration are shown for 716 

two sets of simulation; the slope of these lines decreases with increasing droplet size, as 717 

expected due to the nonlinear relationship between forward scatter intensity and droplet 718 

size.  The oversizing bias due to coincidence is simulated to range from 5% per 100 cm
-3

 719 

droplet concentrations to as high as 13% per 100 cm
-3

, for droplet sizes from ~5 um to 720 

~12 um, resulting in as much as 60% oversizing bias at droplet concentrations of 500 cm
-

721 

3
.  Undercounting resulting from coincidence is similarly dramatic, as shown in Figure 722 

8b, with undercounting as high as 50% in the simulations for prescribed droplet 723 

concentrations of 500 cm
-3

.  The undercounting error due to coincidence is not strongly 724 
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dependent on droplet size, but is affected by the pulse widths used in the simulations.  As 725 

mentioned, the pulse widths and droplet sizes are independently varied in the simulations, 726 

although in reality they are not entirely independent from one another. 727 

The instrument response is simulated by binning the pulse amplitudes according 728 

to the standard CDP size bins (shifted by 2um, as done with the ambient measurements).  729 

Figure 9 shows simulated droplet size distributions at different prescribed droplet 730 

concentrations.  At low droplet concentrations (Figure 9a) the simulated droplet size 731 

distribution is not significantly affected by coincidence, and the breadth of the simulated 732 

distribution is instead controlled by the variable response of the CDP to droplets within 733 

SAQ.  At higher droplet concentrations, the effect of coincidence broadens and shifts the 734 

droplet size distribution to larger sizes (Figure 9b).  Ambient droplet size distributions 735 

observed during a flight during ARCPAC are shown for comparison to the simulated size 736 

distributions, in Figures 9a and 9b.  The simulated and measured size distributions and 737 

CDP-LWC biases are comparable for these examples, illustrating the plausibility of the 738 

prescribed droplet distributions used in both simulations. 739 

For direct comparison to the ambient observations (Figure 4), the simulated CDP-740 

LWC bias is calculated and plotted as a function of the simulated droplet concentration 741 

(Figure 10).  At low droplet concentrations the simulations reproduce the in-flight 742 

negative CDP-LWC bias that results from the inhomogeneous response of the CDP to 743 

droplets within SAQ.  This is the expected result of using the water droplet calibrations at 744 

the center of the DoF to determine the size of droplets that are distributed throughout the 745 

qualified sample area. 746 
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Extended coincidence causes the simulated CDP-LWC bias to increase with 747 

droplet concentration in Figure 10.  The slope of this relationship is strongly dependent 748 

on the droplet size and pulse widths prescribed in the simulations.  Simulations with 749 

droplets diameters of 5-9 um appear to explain the observed slope, given prescribed pulse 750 

widths of 1.5-2.0 us constrained by average transit time observations.  Simulations with 751 

prescribed droplet sizes larger than 9 um result in lower CDP-LWC bias than observed 752 

for droplet concentrations as low as 150 cm
-3

.  This result is consistent with the fact that 753 

high droplet concentrations are typically correlated with smaller droplet sizes in ambient 754 

clouds due to the limited amount of liquid water distributed among the droplets.  During 755 

ARCPAC, observed DV ranged from 11 um on average for measured droplet 756 

concentrations greater than 300 cm
-3

 to 15 um on average for droplet concentrations less 757 

than 100 cm
-3

.  The simulations show that during events of high droplet concentrations, 758 

the droplet size is actually much smaller and the distribution is narrower than the 759 

measurements indicate, as illustrated in Figure 9b. 760 

Figure 11 shows the average transit times derived from the simulations compared 761 

to the observations.  The simulations reproduce the general trend of increasing transit 762 

time at higher droplet concentrations.  At the low droplet concentrations the simulated 763 

transit time is slightly longer than the observations, suggesting that shorter pulse widths 764 

should be used in the simulations.  However, at high droplet concentrations, the simulated 765 

transit times are lower than many of the observations, suggesting that the effect of 766 

coincidence can be much more pronounced than we have simulated. 767 

It is important to note that heterogeneity in droplet concentrations over time 768 

intervals smaller than the 1 second sampling period will always increase the coincidence 769 
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errors for a given measured droplet concentration.  We ran additional simulations with a 770 

droplet counting rate that varied within the 1 second sampling period: 1) assuming that all 771 

droplets arrived, randomly, in the qualified sample area during the first half of the 772 

sampling period (L = 50m, where L is the length scale of the cloud filament) and 2) 773 

assuming that the droplets all arrived during the first third of the sampling period (L= 774 

33m).  The result of these simulations is greater oversizing and greater undercounting 775 

errors due to coincidence for a given droplet size, even with smaller prescribed pulse 776 

widths (as shown in Figures 8a and 8b).  It is impossible to resolve or correct for 777 

variability in droplet concentrations at horizontal scales smaller than 100 m for the 778 

ARCPAC dataset (assuming an aircraft velocity of 100 m s
-1

), since sampling rates higher 779 

than 1Hz were not obtained.  However, by incorporating sub-sample variability in droplet 780 

concentrations into the simulations, we are able to simultaneously account for the range 781 

of CDP-LWC biases, droplet sizes and the large average transit times observed at 782 

measured droplet concentrations less than 400 cm
-3

. 783 

 784 

 6. Summary and Conclusions 785 

 Laboratory calibrations of the CDP sample area and droplet sizing were 786 

performed using water droplets of known size and concentration.  However, comparison 787 

with an independent measure of liquid water content (LWC) in-flight suggests a bias in 788 

the droplet size and/or droplet concentration measured by the CDP that are beyond the 789 

uncertainties determined from the laboratory calibrations.  Since the bias in CDP-LWC is 790 

strongly concentration dependent, we hypothesize that the discrepancy is a result of 791 

coincidence, when two or more droplets pass through the CDP laser beam within a very 792 
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short time of each other.  The coincidence error is evaluated in terms of an extended 793 

sample area, the area in which individual droplets can affect the sizing detector without 794 

necessarily registering as a valid droplet.   795 

A Monte-Carlo simulation was developed to estimate the effect of coincidence on 796 

the measured droplet size distributions based on laboratory calibrations of the extended 797 

sample area using water droplets.  The simulations show that coincidence errors can 798 

explain two distinct trends in the ambient observations: 1) the observed increase in CDP-799 

LWC bias as a function of droplet concentrations, and 2) the increase in average transit 800 

time as a function of droplet concentrations.  Coincidence was found to be significant for 801 

the CDP at droplet concentrations even as low as 200 cm
-3

.  We estimate that 60% 802 

oversizing and 50% undercounting due to coincidence can occur in the CDP at droplet 803 

concentrations of 500 cm
-3

, and expect that these biases are dependent on the droplet size.  804 

We show that the simulations can replicate specific observed droplet size distributions 805 

and concentrations while also producing CDP-LWC biases consistent with the 806 

observations.  However, many of the observed droplet sizes are too large to be explained 807 

in the simulations, and the initial simulations are also unable to reproduce many of the 808 

very high average transit times observed.  This suggests that, at times, there is an even 809 

greater effect of coincidence than expected.  We show that one possible reason for greater 810 

coincidence errors is spatial variability in ambient droplet concentrations at horizontal 811 

scales smaller than can be resolved for the 1Hz measurements obtained.  It should be 812 

emphasized that, ultimately, the simulations provide only plausible scenarios and general 813 

tendencies, rather than absolute correction factors for specific size distribution 814 
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measurements, due to insufficient constraints on the actual size and pulse widths of 815 

individual droplets as well as unresolved spatial heterogeneity in droplet concentrations.   816 

Having identified a weakness in the CDP optical design, the primary goal at this 817 

stage is to minimize coincidence errors as much as possible by physically modifying the 818 

CDP optics to limit the area viewable by the sizing detector.  Such a modest change is 819 

expected to greatly reduce measurement biases in droplet concentration and size.  These 820 

changes are being pursued prior to further field use of the instrument and will be the 821 

subject of future laboratory and field evaluations.822 
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Figures  

Figure 1.  a) Photograph of a single droplet in the sample area of the CDP, seen at an 

angle of 130 degrees from incident, using a shutter speed of 1/300,000 s
-1

 (top).  

Photograph of the evaporation flow-tube positioned above the sample area of the CDP 

during calibration with water droplets (bottom), b) diagram of the glass evaporation flow-

tube used in water droplet calibrations of the CDP, c) Top down view of the calibration 

setup, with the arms of the CDP (in yellow) pointing upwards. 

 

Figure 2. a) CDP pulse height voltage (in milliVolts, on the right axis) versus the “true” 

droplet diameter (obtained from images of the droplet glares) within the sample area of 

the CDP for calibrations using glass beads, polystyrene latex spheres and water droplets.  

Also plotted are the theoretical response functions of the CDP (in Watts, on the left axis) 

as a function of droplet diameter, calculated using a given range of collection angles and 

refractive indices.  The scales on each of the axes are adjusted to obtain alignment 

between the calibrations and the theoretical curves.  b) volume mean diameter (DV) from 

the standard CDP measurement versus Dtrue determined from images of the droplet glares.  

Uncertainties in the glass bead and PSL particle sizes in Figure 2a represent one standard 

deviation as provided by Fischer Scientific, Inc.   Uncertainties in the pulse amplitude are 

one standard deviation of the observed pulse amplitudes. 

 

Figure 3.  Calibrated CDP sizing and counting response as a function of lateral and 

longitudinal position using 22 um (a and c) and 12 um (b and d) water drops, at 35-40 m 

s
-1

 velocity. 
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Figure 4.  CDP-LWC bias, defined as (CDP-LWC – King-LWC) / King-LWC, for 1Hz 

measurements in liquid-only clouds on transit flight from Tampa to Denver on 3/29/2008 

and in mixed-phase clouds on 4/19/2008 ARCPAC flight.  Grey shaded region shows one 

standard deviation of the observations. 

 

Figure 5. Example cloud particle size distributions (derived from CDP, CIP and PIP 

measurements) for liquid-only, ice-only and mixed-phase clouds on the 4/19/2008 

ARCPAC flight.  Also shown are images from the PIP for Ice-Only Cloud 1. 

 

Figure 6. Calibration of the Qualified Sample Area (SAQ) and Extended Sample Area 

(SAE) for 22 um water droplets.  Longitudinal direction is along the laser beam.  Lateral 

direction is across the laser beam.  The color scale shows the sizer amplitude for droplets 

transiting through that location, normalized to the maximum sizer amplitude at the center 

of the DoF. 

 

Figure 7. Simulated electronic pulses at various droplet concentrations, constrained by 

water droplet calibrations of the CDP, for three different scenarios: a) qualified droplet is 

undersized due to transit through a location of less sensitive instrument response within 

SAQ, b) qualified droplet is oversized due to coincident droplets, c) qualified droplet is 

not counted due to coincident droplets. 
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Figure 8.  Simulated error in volume mean diameter (DV) and droplet concentration as a 

function of prescribed droplet concentrations. 

 

Figure 9.  Prescribed and simulated droplet size distributions at droplet concentrations of 

a) 55 cm
-3

 and b) 550 cm
-3

.  The simulations use prescribed droplet volume mean 

diameters and constant pulse widths of a) 12.6 um and 1.5 us, and b) 6.4 um and 1.8 us, 

respectively.  The simulated CDP-LWC bias for each of these two cases is consistent 

with the range of CDP-LWC biases observed at a given droplet concentration during the 

4/19/2008 ARCPAC flight.  Also shown, for comparison, are 1 Hz droplet size 

distributions at comparable droplet concentrations, as measured during the 4/19/2008 

flight. 

 

Figure 10.  Simulated bias in CDP-LWC as a result of laser intensity inhomogeneity 

within SAQ and as a result of coincidence errors, plotted as a function of droplet 

concentration.   Plotted for comparison is the observed range (one standard deviation) in 

CDP-LWC bias (as compared to King-LWC) versus droplet concentration for the 

4/19/2008 ARCPAC flight.  Compare to actual data in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 11.  Simulated and observed average transit time as a function of the simulated 

and observed droplet concentrations. 
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